
STARTER (10 mins) •  On the student-facing slides, look at the five images of everyday items and their descriptions (saxophone, 
elephant, toilet brush, bobble hat, banana). Discuss whether any of them are inherently funny.  
(Expect a frank conversation about bananas and their comic value.) 

•  In your writing pairs, rearrange the definitions of the pictures to see which combinations you find 
the funniest. For example, an elephant... something you put on your head to keep yourself warm. 
Write down your three best findings. 

•  Report back. Discuss why juxtaposition and absurdity can make what is usually an ordinary 
statement funny for an audience.

MAIN ACTIVITY (30 mins)•  Look at Picture A. Try to forget any information that you may already know about the characters or 
the sort of people they are. Pretend this is just an ordinary scene with ordinary people. 

• Write down the five Ws and the H of questioning. (Who? What? Why? When? Where? How?)

•  Write down six speculative questions to ask your partner, one for each of the question types. For 
example, who are the people in the background? What is the object that the woman is holding? 
Why is the grey-haired man looking worried? When will they realise there is someone behind them? 
Where in the world are they? How did those bars get on their heads?
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Key objective 
To understand how to 
create short, effective 
comedy captions

Description 
This lesson requires students to engage with a series of images that will 
help them to develop the skills needed to write comedy captions. 

Literacy outcomes 
*Understanding how 
juxtaposition and 
absurdity can create 
humour for a reader

*Be able to use speculative 
questioning with a partner

*Understanding how to 
edit work

Teacher notes on delivery  
This lesson concentrates on creating short, punchy writing which is 
designed to quickly engage a reader. Ideally the pace of the lesson should 
reflect this, in order that pupils do not ‘overthink’ their responses when 
answering the questions. 

The session contains a number of verbal question and answer tasks 
led by both the teachers and also pupil to pupil, so you may wish to 
consider appropriate pairings if you know this may cause issue with less 
confident students. 

Resources 
*Starter pictures and 
descriptions

*Countdown timer

*Comedy Toolbox sheet

*Handouts of pictures with                
space for captions

*Student-facing activity slides

Differentiation  
As stated above, this session contains a large number of short tasks as 
the intended product is a single sentence. 

This leaves teachers free to amend the time spent on each task as they 
see fit. Lower ability students may spend more time enjoying the initial 
activity of muddling up definitions, and only focus on creating a caption 
for a single image in the main body of the lesson. Students who are more 
confident with the task will be able to develop a greater number of story 
examples for the pictures and gain greater experience of editing their 
paragraphs down to a single caption. HOMEWORK/EXTENSION

Try looking through some magazines and newspapers and find some pictures that catch your 
eye. Does it make it harder or easier to make a caption for a picture if you already know who the 
characters in the picture are? Try bringing in other techniques from the Comedy Toolbox that may 
draw out the humour in the pictures.

Give the class one minute to ask their six questions to their partner, noting down their answers.  
Be strict with time so that they give short answers and do not think for too long about their response. 
Remember that we are aiming for comedy so the more absurd, the better. After a minute, swap over 
with your partner and ask the questions from the other member of the pair. 

Repeat the task for picture B . Students now have some new information about the pictures which although 
in reality may not always be true, can help them to develop a new angle for creating their comedy captions.

•  Choose one of the two pictures. Using the absurd answers you were given by your partner, write a 
short paragraph explaining who the characters are, what is happening, when it takes place, etc. 

•  Share some of the more absurd stories with the rest of the class. Identify between you which parts 
of the new descriptions are funniest.

•  Now try to sum up your story in one sentence. It might be a sentence describing something 
happening in the picture from outside or you might choose to sum up what is going on as one of the 
characters in the picture. Either way, remember to make it short and to the point. 

•  Write down your finished caption underneath your picture.

PLENARY (15 mins)•   Using sticky tack, create a gallery around the edge of the room of all the pictures and captions in 
the class. Students should look at each one and pick their favourites. 

•  Nominate two students’ choices and one teacher’s choice as good examples.

•   What was it that people enjoyed about these captions? Do they have anything in common in the 
way they are written? 
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Teaching sequence 3 – captions

There is nothing like making 
people laugh, so just enjoy the 
process and don’t put too much 
pressure on yourself. At the end 
of the day it’s meant to be fun.

John Bishop
Comedian

CLEVER CAPTIONS

Could this be the stepping-stone to develop 
writing for fun in your class? Now your 
students have begun coming up with wild 
and wacky stories about the pictures they 
have been looking at, could they develop 
this into a longer piece of writing? 
We know that many students are 
already writing for fun outside the 
classroom. Could you work this 
style into future lessons?

Getting engaged


